
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Oct 7, Nine differences between domestic and international business are discussed in this article in detail. The trade
which takes place within the.

In the perspective of research done prior to the commencement of production operations, domestic business
have an easier approach in doing consumer research, while determining the best product to use 2. Which Is
More Important? Benefits: International business benefits both the nations and firms. The nature of customers
of a domestic business is more or less same. In the context of domestic businesses, the mobility of these
factors is easier to achieve, more than how you would achieve the mobility of production factors for
international businesses. Though the firm has many business establishments in different locations all the
trading activities are inside a single boundary. International Business 1. The quality standards of products and
services provided by a domestic business is relatively low as compared to products and services provided by
international business. Nations co-operate more on transactional issues. Someone who has experience working
with people from other cultures will find it much simpler to close each deal, Students who have degrees in the
field are more likely to receive jobs doing that sort of work, and they will be given responsibility that is far
above and beyond what others are given. Reliability of information depends upon the individual country Cost
Advantage Do not enjoy Cost advantage Advantage of location economies and cheap resources are available
Environment A domestic business is only affected by the variables in the domestic environment Domestic,
foreign and international environment factors affect an international business Development The level of
development may be same throughout the domestic market Each country may be at a different level of
development  There are new skills to learn and new knowledge to acquire about the country you will be going
into. Nonetheless, some respect and understanding will go a long way. These laws and regulations can
severely impact the potential long term success of your business and it is wise to consult with legal counsel,
based in that country, to ensure you reduce the risk of these laws and regulations effect on your firm. Someone
who is focused on the domestic markets does not concern themselves with the specialized things that trouble
the international business person. Cultures No two cultures are the same and understanding both the social and
business culture in another country is the first key to success. Logistics Like technology, business
infrastructure in foreign markets will be at different levels of development. It may also be conducting business
in it's home country, but the emphasis is on trading in the international marketplace. Culture defines
everything a society does, from its business practices, to its response to advertising and marketing, to
negotiating sales. Currency, interest rates, taxation, inflation and economy have little or no impact on
Domestic Trade. In all cases it should be profitable and help a business grow. Related Differences. Here are
the main points of difference between domestic and international business. Market Intelligence The key points
to determine when gathering market intelligence on the market you intend to enter are: Understanding how the
market works Who your direct competition is, and The best market entry strategy. Domestic Business requires
comparatively less capital investment as compared to international business. Though they face losses in one
area they may get profits in other areas, this provides for stabilizing during seasonal market fluctuations. To
become a successful player in the international market firms need to plan their business strategies as per the
requirement of the foreign market. Rather they should whet your appetite for success.


